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Introduction:  Venus is one of the most challeng-
ing in-situ environments to explore. Despite these chal-
lenges, incredible progress has been made in recent 
years on long lived platforms using high temperature 
electronics. However, these platforms have very lim-
ited capabilities. The concept presented here takes 
those long lived, high temperature electronics, and 
provides them with a method for long duration sus-
tained mobility on Venus. This opens up a number of 
opportunities for a Venus in-situ explorer, with one of 
the most compelling being obtaining samples from 
multiple geologic units across the surface of Venus. 
Such a rover is also enabling for Venus surface sample 
return concepts. However, a rover which would operate 
on Venus needs to be completely redesigned.  

Background on Venus Rovers:   Ideas for a long 
duration Venus rover began in the 1980s with the Rus-
sian DzhVS and the wind-powered Venerokhod rovers 
[1]. More recently radioisotope powered Stirling en-
gines have been proposed to enable long duration 
landers [2] and rovers [3]. However, those concepts 
still require large amounts of R&D investment. A sec-
ond approach would be to build a mission around gal-
lium nitride or silicon carbide circuits, which have been 
demonstrated at Venus temperatures. Several long du-
ration lander concepts use near-current technology [4]–
[6]. However, current levels of integration are not even 
close to the processing capabilities required by current 
Mars rovers. While there are a couple papers which 
discuss rover concepts utilizing high-temperature elec-
tronics, they rely heavily on future developments [7], 
[8], especially in the area of visual navigation. 

Mechanical Approach: The Hybrid Automaton 
Rover-Venus (HAR-V) is a innovative concept, which 
enables long duration in-situ mobility on the surface of 
Venus. An automaton is a mechanical device capable 
of performing a series of complex actions to achieve a 
specific result or a mechanical robot. Built of stainless 
steel and titanium, the automaton rover reduces re-
quirements on electronics and requires minimal human 
interaction by focusing on a basic, robust capabilities.   

HAR-V is not reliant on image processing and 
onboard navigation current Mars rovers use, as these 
cannot be done with available high-temperature elec-
tronics. Instead, the rover physically senses the envi-
ronment around it and uses those inputs to navigate. 
This is a departure from traditional rover control, re-
quired by Venus. 

While mobility requires a significant amount of 
power, which is challenging on the surface of Venus, 
HAR-V enables exploration of the Venus surface by 
directly collecting mechanical wind energy and trans-
ferring it to the mobility system. Keeping the energy in 
a mechanical state conserves ninety percent of the me-

chanical energy when compared to using a generator 
and electric motor. The Venus wind provides a low 
speed, high torque input, which is directly beneficial 
for mobility, which requires low speed, high torque.  

System Overview: Wind power would be collected 
and stored in a spring. This mechanical energy is then 
routed via shafts to the rest of the rover to run the mo-
bility system and obstacle avoidance. When the rover 
detects an obstacle, energy is rerouted in the mobility 
system, using a planetary reversing gearbox so it per-
forms an obstacle avoidance maneuver.  

While the mobility system is mostly mechanical, 
the instruments, data collection, and data transmission 
are done with basic high temperature electronics. There 
are also opportunities for electrical system to provide 
inputs to HAR-V, to enable humans to guide it’s path.  

Ongoing Work: To develop and demonstrate 
complex mechanical systems operating at high temper-
atures, a stainless steel clock operating at 500C has 
been developed. In parallel, a mechanical rover proto-
type has also been developed, and operations have 
been demonstrated in ambient conditions. This has 
revealed a mechanism to reverse the rover is critical.  

Combining the lessons learned from these two pro-
totypes a representative rover is being constructed to 
demonstrate a planetary reversing gearbox. The poster 
will specifically dicuss preperations for testing the rov-
er in the Venus Environment.  

Conclusion: AREE is a radical departure from tra-
ditional planetary rover models but enables access to 
the Venus surface without advanced cooling systems or 
orders of magnitude increase in the capability of high 
temperature electronics. The authors hope this concept 
contributes to shifting the conversation about a long-
duration Venus rover mission, to something that could 
occur in the near future, as previous concepts have 
relied on yet-to-be developed technologies.  
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